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Lessing and Atwood”s Dystopic Fictions 

 

Much of the recent work of Margaret Atwood and Doris Lessing has been dystopic, about the breakdown 

of societies through irresponsible science( inluding genetic engineering), worship of technology, social and gender 

conditioning, rigid class distinctions, and environmental  disaster. Both Atwood and Lessing  write apocalyptic 

fiction about  the environment, the struggle for survival, and although less recognized, stories.  Mara and Dann, The 

Story of Colonel Dann, and Mara’s Daughter, Griot and the Snow Dog, Oryx and Crake, and The Year of the Flood 

are dystopian novels that use myths, fairy tales, and other folklore to dramatize the power of storytelling.  With 

allusions to the other works, I will focus on Mara and Dann and The Year of the Flood  or, if available in 2012, the 

third volume of Atwood’s MaddAdam Trilogy.  Atwood’s recent Other Worlds: Science Fiction and the Human 

Imagination theorizes what Atwood calls speculative fiction so that we can appreciate its history, distinctiveness, 

and uniqueness in examining twentieth-century women writers. 

 Lessing’s dystopias have received little critical attention.  Mara and Dann is about a brother and sister in 

continuous movement through the second  ice age in Afric (Africa), complete with  drought, floods, desert, thirst, 

and hunger.  As Lessing’s “Author’s Note” indicates, she is building upon “the oldest story in Europe” and in most 

cultures of the world.  Both brother and sister may be heroic in such tales (Thompson VI 100-101, 709) but, as in 

Mara and Dann, often there is a loyal, clever sister and an alternately loyal and betraying brother.  The motifs of 

starvation, struggle for survival, and cannibalistic greediness and archetypal characters in both this novel and its 

sequel, The Story of Colonel Dann, suggest Tale Type 327A, the Grimms’ “Hansel and Gretel,” about abandoned, 

often incestuous, orphans trying to outwit ogres and find their way. As in Atwood’s trilogy, Mara discovers the 

importance of witnessing the apocalypse and telling its story. 

    In the case of Atwood’s Oryx and Crake, a blind Frankenstein story, the body, “having ditched its old 

traveling companions, the mind and the soul” (85), 

 was like a giant slug eating its way relentlessly  
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through all the other bioforms on the planet, grinding up lfe on earth  

and shitting it out the backside in the form of pieces of manufactured  

and soon-to-be-obsolete plastic junk. (Atwood 243) 

In the sequel, The Year of the Flood, Atwood uses various kinds of folklore to convey her social criticism, 

culminating in warnings of approaching apocalypse for the world outside of the novels.  Drawing upon sometimes 

parodied folk tales, folk songs, oral histories, legends, fairy tales, myths, and the Bible, The Year of the Flood is 

about a flood, this time waterless, destroying the earth.  In this novel, Atwood demythologizes what is in some ways 

a comic apocalypse (Jennings 11). As the characters tell their own stories, the reader may infer that, as in flood 

stories, rebirth follows apocalypse.   
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